Features & Benefits
Cut your mowing time in HALF:

Yes halve your mowing time compared with a lawn
tractor, these mowers are the most productive mowers on the market, less time mowing,
more time for your leisure.

Zero turn, twin lever steer:

This is the easiest way to mow, full maneuverability
around trees, edges & mowing obstacles will make mowing easy for you and leave a professional finish to your lawn.

Comfortable:

Its like sitting in an armchair while mowing. Fully adjustable seat and arm
rests. Stretch your legs out because these mowers will make your mowing time a pleasure and
wont make you feel like you’ve been driving a tractor all day.

Best warranty in the business:

An incredible 4 year domestic warranty. Lifetime
warranty on the deck and frame. Commercial 2 year warranty. You will have peace of mind
that your mower is covered by a reputable firm for a lifetime of trouble free mowing.

Simplicity:

No unwanted confusion with lots of pedals and controls, just simple levers that
control forward, reverse and park with a no hastle height control system. Making it easy for
you to operate.

The first homeowner mower built like a commercial mower: These mowers are built to last. Constructed with welded steel that lasts for a lifetime of mowing, not
made from cheap pressed steel like most other mowers that are light weights in comparison.
You won’t have to worry about these machines wearing out or falling apart.

No maintenance between oil changes:

Everything on these mowers is easy access, no hidden areas like tractor mowers, half a dozen grease points makes easy work of
maintaining your mower, no more unwanted, huge service & repair bills.

Get a FREE property evaluation and a no obligation
demonstration & test mow at your place, mow to your
hearts content and see for yourself just how good they
are.

